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ABSTRACT 
The current standard high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HR-
pQCT) based finite element (FE) models of distal radius sections explains 66% of variance in 
experimental testing results on intact forearms under fall configuration testing. However, this 
FE model employs a somewhat simplistic modeling approach in that it does not account for 
variations in mechanical properties within the radius, employs a fixed region of interest, and 
has been validated using embalmed samples, which can change forearm mechanical properties. 
Further, the effect of failure criteria on the predictions acquired using this model and their 
precision error is not known. 
The aim of this study was to evaluate two different HR-pQCT-FE modeling approaches 
of distal radius for predicting failure load of the intact forearm under fall configuration testing. 
The purpose of study #1 was to evaluate the effect of failure criteria on wrist strength 
predictions acquired from HR-pQCT-based FE models ex vivo and their precision error in vivo. 
The purpose of the study #2 was to investigate the effect of using an anatomically standardized 
region of interest on FE predictions of distal radius failure load. 
We acquired in vivo and ex vivo images of the distal radius via HR-pQCT. We 
performed failure testing on fresh-frozen forearms using a material testing system (MTS 
Bionix) to determine experimental failure load of forearms under fall configuration. We 
converted radius images to FE models using manufacturer-provided FE software. For the 
standard model, we used a single elastic modulus. For the density-based model, we used 
imaged bone mineral density to define elastic moduli.  
In study #1 we derived failure loads for different failure criteria. The density based (E-
BMD) model explained 91% of variance in failure load when using an energy equivalent stress 
criteria with critical volume and critical stress limits set to 0.1% and 70 MPa, respectively. 
CV%RMS was 3.8% for the E-BMD model with highest R
2. 
In study #2, we found that the failure loads were not different between the fixed and 
anatomically standardized (4% regions) (p > 0.05), and the fixed region and 4% region 
explained 89% and 87% variance in experimental failure load under fall configuration, 
respectively. 
These findings indicated that the selection of failure criteria can alter the predictions of 
distal radius strength. Further, our results indicated that both single tissue and density-based 
HR-pQCT-FE models of distal radius sections can explain high variance (> 0.87) in failure 
load of intact forearms under fall configuration testing. Finally, the fixed and 4% regions 
provide similar predictions of distal radius strength for postmenopausal women. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Osteoporosis is defined as “a skeletal disorder characterized by compromised bone strength 
predisposing to an increased risk of fracture.” [2, 3]. About 200 million people worldwide are 
affected by osteoporosis and related fractures [4], which can cause pain, morbidity, and loss of 
independence [5]. Fractures caused by osteoporosis are usually categorized as fragility 
fractures and occur by a fall from a standing height or less. A wrist (distal radius) fracture, 
typically experienced during a fall onto the outstretched hand, is one of the most common 
osteoporotic fractures among older populations, especially in postmenopausal women [6]. It 
occurs when the external forces applied to bone (e.g., during fall onto outstretched hand) 
exceed bone strength, or bone failure load [7]. 
Individuals with osteoporosis who have suffered a wrist fracture have a greater risk of 
future osteoporotic wrist, hip and spine fractures [6, 8]. The incidence of wrist fractures peaks 
around age 65, approximately 10-15 years before peak incidences of hip and spine fractures [6, 
9, 10]. Thus, assessment of wrist strength can provide early indication of further osteoporotic 
fracture risk [11]. Importantly, advanced imaging techniques can provide information of wrist 
strength and facilitate investigation of factors that enhance or deteriorate bone strength. 
Moreover, this information can be translated to research and preventative strategies for hip and 
other osteoporotic fractures. 
Imaging techniques are important tools for assessment of wrist strength and bone 
properties. Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) imaging provides the operational 
definition of osteoporosis. This DXA imaging provides areal bone mineral density (aBMD) 
measurements [12]. Low aBMD values are associated with increased risk of fracture at the 
population level, while the predictive ability of aBMD for an individual person is poor [13], as 
it is shown that about half of fractures occur in patients considered non-osteoporotic using 
DXA [14]. In spite of the accessibility of DXA and its wide usage, currently, it is accepted that 
DXA is not sufficient since bone strength assessment requires information about bone 
geometry, mechanical properties, its microarchitecture, and load distribution, in addition to 
areal bone mineral density (aBMD) [13].  
New imaging techniques, specifically high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed 
tomography (HR-pQCT), enable imaging of three-dimensional (3D) bone micro-architecture 
as well as volumetric BMD, with isotropic voxel sizes of 82µm. The “peripheral” nature of 
HR-pQCT limits its usage to peripheral sites such as the distal radius and tibia. HR-pQCT, 
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combined with finite element (FE) analysis, enables non-invasive assessment of the mechanical 
properties of bones at the forearm (e.g., failure load, stiffness, apparent modulus, apparent 
strength) in vivo [15, 16]. In general, FE models of bone are created directly by converting 
voxels representing bone tissue to equally-sized hexahedral brick elements, while bone marrow 
is ignored (i.e., the model consists of two materials, specifically bone and air). The number of 
elements is in the order of millions. These models are generally linear and do not simulate post-
failure behaviour.  Boundary conditions typically simulate a uniaxial compression test of a 
section of the distal radius, where failure is defined when a percentage of elements exceed a 
specific material strength (e.g., stress or strain limit). 
As the usage of HR-pQCT combined with FE is relatively new, there is opportunity to 
evaluate the effect of different modeling approaches upon FE-estimated distal radius failure 
load. For example, it is unclear what effect inclusion of material property variation within the 
distal radius will have upon failure load predictions. At present, there is no universal agreement 
upon the selection of failure criteria for HR-pQCT-FE models. There is also a desire by many 
in the field to acquire HR-pQCT images from an anatomically standardized region (the current 
region is a fixed distance from the distal surface of the distal radius) [17, 18]; however, it is 
unclear what effect this will have upon FE-predicted failure load.  
Accordingly, the overall aim of my thesis was to evaluate different modeling 
approaches applied to HR-pQCT-based FE models of the distal radius sections to identify 
specific approaches which were accurate (in relation to experimental failure testing of 
forearms) and precise. These approaches included addition of material property variation, 
evaluation of different failure criteria, and different scanning regions. 
1.2 Scope of the thesis 
Chapter 2 discusses the current literature, composition of bone, anatomy of wrist, forearm, and 
distal radius, medical imaging techniques, mechanical testing, and finite element method. In 
Chapter 3, research questions are outlined, and objectives are defined. In Chapter 4, the effect 
of failure criteria on the predictions of forearm failure load using HR-pQCT FE models and 
their precision errors are investigated. Chapter 5 compares the predicted forearm failure load 
from HR-pQCT FE models of the anatomically standardized region with those of the clinical 
(fixed) region. Limitations of this research and potential future work are outlined in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 
2.1 Bone composition 
Bone is one of the body organs which constitute the skeleton. Bone provides support for the 
body, protects vital organs, is a reservoir of calcium and phosphorus, contains blood-producing 
cells, and facilitates body movement [19]. 
The organization of bone is characterized as a highly hierarchical structure as shown in 
Figure 0-1. At the macro scale level, human bone tissue is generally classified as cortical and 
trabecular (cancellous). Cortical bone is found primarily in the shaft of long bones and the outer 
shell around trabecular bone at the proximal and distal ends of bones and the vertebrae, whereas 
trabecular bone is located within cortical tissue, in medullary cavities at the ends of long bones, 
and in the interior of short bones, such as spinal vertebrae. At the microscopic level, Haversian 
canals, osteons, and trabeculae can be observed. At the sub-microscopic level, lamellae are the 
basic building blocks of osteons and trabeculae. The nanostructure contains collagen fibrils 
which are made from the molecular structure of constituent elements, including organic and 
mineral phases, and water. The stiff and brittle mineral phase is an impure form of calcium 
phosphate, which is known as hydroxyapatite. The organic phase of bone mainly consists of 
type I collagen protein which provides toughness [20, 21]. 
 
Figure 0-1. Hierarchical structural organization of bone at different scale levels (from left to right): 
cortical and cancellous (trabecular) bone; osteons and Haversian systems; lamellae; collagen fiber and 
fibrils; bone mineral and organic phases (Image from Rho et. al., [20]). 
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2.2 Anatomy 
The wrist is one of the most complex joints in the body with a main role of facilitating 
movement of the hand. It is comprised of eight small bones, known as carpal bones, with the 
joints and ligaments enabling different motions. These bones connect the hand to the forearm. 
The bones are positioned in two rows, from which those on the proximal row are in contact 
with radius and ulna, which are forearm bones [22]. Carpal and distal forearm bones are 
depicted in Figure 0-2. 
 
Figure 0-2. Illustration of carpal and distal forearm bones (adapted from MAYO foundation for 
medical education and research). 
The radius and ulna are two large bones of the forearm [23]. As shown in Figure 0-3, 
in its distal part, the radial shaft expands to form a rectangular end. The lateral side projection 
of the radius is known as the styloid process, which serves as an attachment site for muscle and 
the lateral ligament complex. In the medial surface, there is a concavity known as the ulnar 
notch, which allows the radius to pivot around the head of the ulna. In addition, there are two 
other concave surfaces: the scaphoid and lunate facets, which articulate with the named carpal 
bones. Metaphyseal widening of the distal radius begins approximately 2 cm proximal to the 
radiocarpal joint [23]. Distal to this broadening, the amount of cortical bone decreases, and the 
corresponding amount of weaker cancellous bone increases, forming a zone predisposed to 
fracture (Figure 0-4) [24]. 
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Figure 0-3. Anatomy of distal radius-ulna, indicating styloid process, ulnar notch, scaphoid, and 
lunate facets (adapted from Kaplan’s Functional and Surgical Anatomy of the Hand, 3rd ed [23]). 
 
Figure 0-4 Frontal radiograph of distal forearm and wrist indicating the metaphyseal region. 
The wrist usually undergoes several forms of loading, which are usually a combination 
of axial load, bending, and shear. In the case of a fall, only 15% of the cases exert an axial load 
to the forearm (i.e., axial component of the load is more dominant than bending and shear), 
which is usually due to a fall from backwards (falling directly onto the hand) [25]. However, 
in the majority of studies, only the axial loading is simulated [15, 26–29]. 
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2.3 Types of fractures at distal radius 
Distal radius fractures are frequently classified as: Colles’, Smith, Barton, Hutchinson, and die-
punch fractures [24]. 
Colles’ fracture is a transverse fracture of the distal radial metaphyseal area with dorsal 
angulation and displacement of the distal fragment (Figure 0-5). It is the most common among 
distal radius fractures, and is generally produced by a fall on an outstretched hand [24]. 
 
Figure 0-5. (a) Posterior-anterior radiograph of the left wrist demonstrating a distal radial fracture. (b) 
Lateral radiograph of the same wrist demonstrates a distal radius fracture with the distal fracture 
fragments displaced and angled dorsally relative to the proximal fracture fragment (Image from 
Goldfarb et.al., [24]). 
 
A Smith fracture is a reversed Colles’ fracture, in which the metaphyseal area 
undergoes a volar (palmar) angulation (Figure 0-6) [24]. A Barton fracture is a shear type 
fracture of the distal articular surface of the radius with lateral translation of the distal radius 
fragment with the carpus (Figure 0-7) [24].  
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Figure 0-6. Schematic indication of Smith fracture with volar angulation. 
 
Figure 0-7. (a) frontal and (b) lateral view of a dorsal Barton fracture (arrows) (Available online, case 
courtesy of Dr Aditya Shetty, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 28755). 
A Hutchinson (chauffeur) fracture is defined as an oblique, intraarticular fracture of the 
distal radius, which involves the radial styloid (Figure 0-8) [24]. A die-punch fracture is a 
typical fracture of the lunate fossa of the distal radius (Figure 0-9) [24]. 
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Figure 0-8. Frontal view radiograph showing a Hutchinson fracture at distal radius (arrows). 
 
Figure 0-9. (a) frontal radiograph and (b) schematic view of die-punch fracture (arrows) (Available 
online, case courtesy of Dr Henry Knipe, Radiopaedia.org, rID: 38847). 
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2.4. Clinical estimation of bone fragility 
2.4.1. Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) 
Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the current standard method to estimate bone 
fragility through measures of areal bone mineral density (aBMD). As the name suggests, two 
x-ray beams with different energy levels are focused on the target site on body. One of the 
beams is mainly absorbed by soft tissue, while the other one by bone (i.e., attenuation). Then, 
BMD is determined from the attenuation levels of the soft tissue and bone. Since the DXA 
projection is a 2D image, BMD measured is usually referred to as areal BMD (aBMD).  
Currently, aBMD values measured at the hip, spine, and forearm are used to determine 
bone density, including osteoporosis [30]. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), osteoporosis is defined as an aBMD that lies 2.5 standard deviations (or more) below 
the average aBMD for a young healthy person (T-score < -2.5) [31]. The T-score is calculated 
as follows: 
 
T-score =  
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝐵𝑀𝐷−𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝐵𝑀𝐷
𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝐷
    (2-1) 
 
2.4.2 High Resolution peripheral Quantitative Computed Tomography (HR-pQCT) 
Using HR-pQCT, bone micro-structure and BMD of the peripheral skeleton can be captured in 
vivo. As well, this imaging information can be integrated with FE modeling to derive 
mechanical properties of the distal radius. By simulating loadings on bone sections, mechanical 
properties such as failure load, stiffness, apparent modulus and strength can be estimated. Also, 
internal bone stress and strain can be predicted [32, 1]. With these outcomes, clinical research 
studies have investigated the effect of bone growth, diseases, medical treatments, and physical 
activity on bone mechanical properties, with a focus on bone failure load [33–36]. 
Currently, HR-pQCT images are acquired using the XtremeCT device (XtremeCT, 
Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland). To date, two generations of this device are 
manufactured. The first generation uses an X-ray tube with the scanning settings of 60 kV 
voltage, 1 mA current, 200 ms integration time, and 82 µm voxel size for in vivo imaging. 
According to the manufacturer recommended settings, a 9.02 mm area of distal radius is 
scanned using 110 parallel slices. It is located 9.5 mm proximal from the mid-region of the 
radial endplate (Figure 0-10). This selection is based on clinical studies and represents the 
metaphyseal area of distal radius. Within this region, major changes in cortical and trabecular 
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components occur such that the amount of cortical bone decreases, while the trabecular bone 
increases. Clinical studies have shown that the ultradistal radius (~3 cm) is where the majority 
of distal radius fractures occur which contains the 9.02 mm region. Eastell showed that Colles' 
fracture (the most common distal radius fracture) occurs 10 mm proximal to the landmark 
plateau (i.e., distal margin of the clinical region) [37]. The scanning time is about 3 minutes, 
and the radiation dose is less than 3 µSv per scan, which is low compared to the annual radiation 
dose for individuals (i.e., ~3 mSv in US). The second generation of XtremeCT HR-pQCT 
scanner (referred to as XtremeCT II) is capable of imaging bone with a voxel size of 61 µm 
and only a slightly higher radiation dose and shorter time. Our lab at the College of Kinesiology 
is equipped with the 1st Generation XtremeCT. 
 
 
Figure 0-10. (a) Indication of the location of the standard (clinical) region of distal radius. The yellow 
line shows the reference line, and the green rectangle indicates the region b) Cross-section view of 
HR-pQCT scan of wrist (left forearm). 
2.5. Mechanical testing 
Mechanical testing is the gold standard to measure bone strength. Generally, for this area, the 
purpose of using a mechanical test is to quantify bone strength [38], correlate image-derived 
metrics to bone strength [39], then develop predictive models of bone strength [12, 27]. 
Mechanical testing of the distal radius has consisted of segments (e.g., pucks) acquired 
from the distal radius [27, 40–42], sole testing of the excised radius [28], and testing of the 
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intact hand-forearm [12, 26, 29]. With segment testing, individual segments are exposed to 
pure compressive loading to failure. With this approach, highly correlated values for apparent 
elastic properties (apparent modulus, stiffness) are reported (R2 > 0.97). The high correlations 
are likely because the excised segments exactly match the region used in the FE analysis. 
However, this test though does not reproduce a forearm fracture during a fall and is more an 
indication of local strength of bone section versus forearm strength during a fall onto the 
extended hand.  A few testing protocols have used the excised radius. However, they also have 
not been successful in consistently reproducing forearm fractures [43]. Of note, the studies 
which have used intact forearms have replicated forearm fracture patterns caused by a fall [12, 
26, 29, 43]. Furthermore, intact specimens are more representative of the actual case of fracture 
and associated loading since they incorporate the effect of other tissues such as ligaments, 
joints, and the surrounding bones. 
Furthermore, the type of the cadaveric specimens can affect the outcomes of the 
mechanical test. Two studies have shown that the fixation (i.e., embalming) of the cadaveric 
specimen can alter bone’s mechanical properties including ultimate strength, maximum strain, 
modulus of elasticity, and hardness (i.e., likely due to prolonged exposure to formalin) [44, 
45]. This suggests that using fresh-frozen specimens might be beneficial as their properties can 
be more similar to clinical conditions. 
Experimental mechanical testing involves application of load or displacement against 
the object. From the progression of load or displacement in time, a load-displacement curve 
can be produced (Figure 0-11). The slope of the linear part of force-displacement curve is 
typically used to define stiffness. The failure load is the maximal load recorded before the bone 
breaks. The area under the curve is defined as the energy to failure. From the mentioned 
variables, failure load is the most widely used and reported as bone strength [1]. 
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Figure 0-11. Typical force-time curve. Bone failure load is the maximal load recorded before the bone 
breaks, which could be observed on the load-displacement curve as the load after which a large drop 
occurred. 
  
1
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Table 0-1 summarizes studies which have performed uniaxial compression on distal radius bone segments, excised radius, or intact hand-
forearm. They also performed HR-pQCT based FE analysis on bone sections. One of the main objectives of the following studies was to investigate 
how much variance in experimental failure load of forearms do the FE-derived failure loads from bone sections explain. The coefficient of 
determination for regression analysis is also provided in the table. 
Table 0-1 Previous estimations of the relationships between HR-pQCT finite element (FE) estimation of distal radius failure load and experimentally derived 
distal radius or forearm failure load. R2 indicates the explained variance in experimentally measured failure load by the FE derived failure load. 
Study 
(ref. #) 
Specimens (n) Specimen 
type 
Sex Mean 
age (SD) 
Mechanical testing 
setup 
FE model ROI FE 
model 
type 
FE material 
properties 
FE 
critical 
value* 
FE critical 
volume 
(%)** 
R2 In vivo 
precision 
errors 
[12] Intact forearm 
cadaver (54) 
Embalmed M & F 82 (9) Axial compression 
onto outstretched 
hand 
Distal 4 cm of 
forearm (carpal 
bones included) 
Linear Single 
material 
7000 
µstrain 
1%-7% 0.75 Not studied 
             
[26] Intact forearm 
cadaver (54) 
Embalmed M & F 82 (9) Axial compression 
onto outstretched 
hand 
1cm region 
6mm proximal 
to medial tip of 
radius endplate 
Linear Single 
material 
7000 
µstrain 
2% 0.66 Not studied 
             
[27] 9.1 mm bone 
sections (31) 
Fresh-
frozen 
M & F range: 
55-93 
Axial compression 
on bone sections 
Same as 
samples 
Linear 
& non-
linear 
Single & 
density-based 
material 
NA NA >0.95*** Not studied 
             
[28] Intact radius 
bone (21) 
Embalmed M & F 82.2 
(9.3) 
Axial compression 
of excised radius 
Clinical region 
+ 9.02 mm 
adjacent to the 
most proximal 
point of 
subchondral 
endplate 
Linear Single 
material 
7000 
µstrain 
2% 0.96 Not studied 
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[29] Intact forearm 
cadaver (100) 
Embalmed M & F 80 (8.8) Axial compression 
onto outstretched 
hand 
5 consecutive 
VOIs with 
length of 4% of 
radius + the 
clinical region + 
all 5 regions 
Linear Single 
material 
7000 
µstrain 
0.1%-
95%*** 
0.78 Not studied 
             
[40] 20.5 mm bone 
section proximal 
to the distal 
subchondral 
endplate (26) 
Fresh-
frozen 
M & F 81.2 
(13.7) 
Axial compression 
on bone sections 
Same as 
samples 
Linear Single 
material 
7000 
µstrain 
2% 0.95 Not studied 
             
[41] 9 mm bone 
sections (26) 
Fresh-
frozen 
M & F 72 (11) Axial compression 
on bone sections 
Same as 
samples 
Linear 
& non-
linear 
Single 
material 
7000 
µstrain 
2% 0.92 Not studied 
             
[42] 20 mm bone 
section 5 mm 
proximal to the 
lowest part of 
subchondral 
endplate (24) 
Fresh-
frozen 
M & F 77.5 (9) Axial compression 
on bone sections 
Same as 
samples 
Linear Single 
material 
7000 
µstrain 
2% 0.95 Not studied 
* Critical value: Stress or strain threshold for element failure  
** Critical volume: Required percentage of failed elements, to fail the whole model 
*** R2 is reported for apparent stiffness 
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2.6. Relationship between image properties and mechanical properties 
For several years, different studies have investigated the accuracy of distal radius strength 
predictions from bone densitometric and structural parameters [46–48]. At early stages, only 
bone densitometric parameters including aBMD and bone mineral content (BMC) acquired 
from DXA images were available to estimate bone strength at the distal forearm. This measure 
does not provide information about the geometry of the bones or the distribution of the mineral 
content. Using DXA to predict radial fracture in a fall scenario using BMC, measured at the 
ultra-distal forearm site, was found to have a coefficient of determination of 0.53 [49]. 
Coefficient of determination for predicting forearm failure in a fall scenario using DXA 
scanning aBMD at the ultra-distal site of the radius was  0.60 [50]. 
 In addition to bone mineral, bone geometry and micro-structure can be used to predict 
wrist strength using HR-pQCT. Also, HR-pQCT provides volumetric measurements of BMC 
and BMD. It has been shown that moderate predictions of fall configuration forearm failure 
load can be obtained by calculating these parameters on bone sections (0.2 < R2 < 0.7). 
However, it is shown HR-pQCT-based predictions of fall configuration forearm failure load 
can be improved by using finite element analysis on the same bone sections since it 
incorporates bone geometry, micro-architecture, and mechanical properties [12]. Nevertheless, 
the effect of failure criteria on the fresh-frozen intact wrist strength predictions using such 
models in not known, in spite of its importance due to the linear nature of these models [29]. 
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2.7. Finite Element Method (FEM) 
FE analysis is a numerical technique used by engineers, scientists, and mathematicians to 
obtain solutions to (differential) equations that describe, or approximately describe, a wide 
variety of physical problems. It is based on dividing an object into a number of small finite 
elements of a simple geometry for which deformation and stresses can be calculated easily [1]. 
The FE method has been used to study biomedical tissues such as bone [1, 51–53].  
Subject-specific FE analyses typically use CT datasets to define bone geometry and 
material properties [12, 15, 27, 1]. The FE method is preferable to the conventional method of 
using BMD or imaged strength estimates (e.g., area moment of inertia) to estimate bone 
strength since it incorporates variations in architecture as well as variations in bone mechanical 
properties, such as elastic moduli [15, 1, 54].  
2.7.1. Discrete vs continuum FE 
Subject-specific FE models are generally divided into two categories: (1) discrete models and 
(2) continuum models. With discrete models, bone microstructure is directly imaged and 
modeled. This is the standard approach used with HR-pQCT, where bone is typically assigned 
an elastic modulus of 10 GPa (though, others have employed 6.829 and 20 GPa) [12, 27, 29]. 
Continuum models are typically employed when bone microstructure cannot be directly 
imaged. This is the standard approach used when employing clinical CT image data.  Because 
the micro-structure of the bone cannot be detected, elastic moduli are estimated from local 
BMD using published density-modulus equations derived from experimental data (e.g., E = 
15*(BMD/1200)1.7), commonly referred to as E-BMD models). Although discrete FE models 
are considered superior to continuum FE models (as they directly take into account the bone 
micro-structure), the method does not capture small variations in material properties (e.g., due 
to bone remodeling/modeling in response to exercise, drug treatment, etc). Accordingly, there 
is opportunity to account for material property variation when using HR-pQCT. To this end, 
there is no consensus on appropriate modeling parameters (e.g., density-modulus equation, 
failure criteria, measurement site) [27]. 
To date, two discrete FE models have been employed with HR-pQCT along with one 
continuum-based FE model. The discrete models include 1) homogenous single-tissue model 
(referred to as STM) which assigns the same material for all bone components (Figure 0-12 
(a)) [12, 26]; and 2) homogenous dual-tissue model (referred to as DTM) which assigns 
different materials for trabecular and cortical bone [55]. The continuum-based “scaled” model 
defines heterogenous material properties via the E-BMD equation E=15*(BMD/1200)1.7 
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(Figure 0-12 (b)) [27]. Based on in vivo studies, DTM is shown as a non-efficient method since 
it has not shown improvement in bone strength prediction, while requiring more human effort 
for manual segmentation [56]. STM does not account for variations in mechanical properties 
within bone; however, it predicted about 66% of variance in the fall configuration forearm 
failure load of embalmed specimens  [12]. The “scaled” E-BMD model is a promising method 
as it accounts for small variations in mechanical properties and can be used to monitor changes 
in bone due to growth, diseases, and treatments. To date, the method has been used to validate 
FE-predictions of ultimate failure strength of segments of the distal radius. It is unclear whether 
the method accurately predicts distal radius failure load under a fall configuration testing setup.  
 
Figure 0-12 (a) Discrete (STM) and (b) continuum FE (E-BMD) models of the same distal radius 
bone section developed using HR-pQCT images. 
2.7.2. Failure Criteria 
Another consideration when performing FE analyses on bone is application of linear or non-
linear modeling approaches. The advantage of a non-linear approach is that bone strength 
properties can be predicted directly [57, 58] and it is better suited for estimations of post-yield 
behavior [27]. However, non-linear models are computationally demanding, particularly for 
HR-pQCT-based FE models, which have millions of degrees of freedom [1]. Moreover, the 
results of a study by MacNeil and Boyd showed only modest improvements in bone strength 
prediction (specifically ultimate failure strength (stress)) using the non-linear approach when 
testing bone sections under axial compression (Table 0-1) [27]. With linear models, bone 
strength (failure load) is predicted using empirical relationships between FE-derived bone 
stress or strain and some strength metric (e.g., bone yield stress or strain). An example of a 
non-linear material model for bone is indicated in Figure 0-13. 
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Figure 0-13 Bilinear constitutive model for bone (specifically for trabecular), which assumes that the 
elastic constants of the tissue were decreased isotropically when the principal strains exceeded either 
the tensile (𝜀𝑦
𝑐) or compressive (𝜀𝑦
𝑡 ) tissue yield strains [57]. Also, an example of a linear model is 
shown as red dotted line. 
  Accordingly, definition of the proper failure criteria is of utmost importance with 
linear models. Failure criteria can be categorized into stress-based and strain-based failure 
criteria, which are defined in terms of different mechanical parameters such as principal stress 
or strain, von Mises stress or strain, and energy equivalent stress or strain. From the mentioned 
parameters, energy equivalent strain has been widely used in past studies. This parameter is 
introduced by Pistoia based on non-linear FE studies by other researchers and is called effective 
strain [12, 57]. According to Pistoia’s criteria, bone fails when 2% of the elements pass the 
tissue effective strain of 7000 µstrain. The effective strain is calculated from strain energy 
density and Young’s modulus, as follows: 
2
eff
U
E
 =                   (2-2) 
where εeff is the effective strain, U is the strain energy density, and E is the Young’s modulus. 
This failure criteria though is based upon discrete FE models with single material properties 
for bone. It is unclear if this criteria is appropriate when accounting for variations in material 
properties (i.e., elastic modulus (E) depends on BMD where maximum E of 15004 MPa 
corresponds to maximum BMD of 1200 mgHA/cm3 of full mineralized cortical bone), where 
local strain is anticipated to be higher (due to the presence of bone with low elastic moduli). 
Moreover, the effect of failure criteria on the fall configuration forearm failure load predictions 
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using HR-pQCT FE models in not known, in spite of its importance due to the linear nature of 
these models [12]. To our knowledge, only Mueller et al. [29] have investigated the effect of 
different percentage of failed tissue on the accuracy of fall configuration forearm failure load 
[29]. However, they used embalmed samples, which can alter mechanical properties of bone 
(Table 0-1) [44]. Also, they have not studied the effect of failure criteria on precision errors of 
HR-pQCT FE derived failure loads. 
Moreover, failure criteria can affect the precision errors of the FE models. Precision 
errors can characterize the reproducibility of a diagnostic technique [59]. In order to calculate 
the precision of repeated measurements on a patient root-mean-squared coefficient of variation, 
(CV%RMS) can be used, which is calculated as follows [59]: 
2
1
%
j
j
SD
xm
RMS
j
CV
m
 
 
 
 
=
=                  (2-3) 
 
where SDj is the sample standard deviation between the repeated measurements, xj is the mean 
of the two measurements, and m is the number of participants in the analysis. 
Precision of μFE is important to evaluate the repeatability of HR-pQCT-based strength 
measurements and to monitor changes in bone mechanical properties as a result of bone growth 
for children or bone degeneration in old patients, or to evaluate the effect of treatments. 
Although several studies have focused on the validity of the μFE models, only a few studies 
have investigated the precision of these models [56, 60, 61]. However, these studies have not 
calculated the precision errors for both STM and E-BMD models, and for different failure 
criteria. In one of these studies conducted by our group, Kawalilak et al. [56], estimated 
precision error for different HR-pQCT based FE models including the single tissue model (i.e., 
assigns single material to bone), dual tissue model (i.e., assigns different material to cortical 
and trabecular bones), and density-based model, using Pistoia’s criteria for all of the models. 
Precision errors were comparable for all three models (<8.7%). However, it is not clear whether 
the precision errors for different failure criteria are comparable to the current model. 
2.7.3. Region of Interest 
Since the introduction of the HR-pQCT, the manufacturer has recommended a specific 
standardized scanning procedure (i.e., density calibration) and site (9.5mm proximal to the 
radial endplate). Only a few studies have evaluated whether alternate regions of interest would 
be better suited for predicting distal radius bone strength. Mueller et al., and Varga et al., 
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showed that the most distal radius region improved prediction of distal radius fracture load 
when compared to the clinical region, with coefficients of determination of 0.76 vs 0.73 and 
0.96 vs 0.92, respectively. Also, they showed that the most distal radius region results in less 
over-prediction of the distal radius fracture load (differences of 19% [29] and 13% [28], 
respectively). These findings though have not led to a change in the protocol of the selection 
of region of interest for HR-pQCT based prediction of distal radius bone strength, as the 
improvements in predictions of distal radius fracture load were not significant, and they did not 
report precision errors for different regions of interest. 
In recent years there has been a push to change the region of interest from a fixed 
position to an anatomically standardized region due to anatomic variability in radius length, 
which can cause bias to group-wise comparisons between populations with different body sizes 
[18].  Other peripheral imaging techniques, such as standard peripheral quantitative 
tomography (pQCT), commonly use scanning protocols defining the region of interest based 
on limb length, with 4% of forearm limb length as being the most common distal imaging 
region [62, 63]. For HR-pQCT, using this anatomically standardized protocol, the location is 
defined relative to the length of the limb, with a recommended position at the 4% site of the 
radius length, measured from the medial tip of the endplate landmark [18]. This position 
matches the position used with pQCT [62, 63].  
Pediatric HR-pQCT studies adapted an anatomically standardized distal radius region. 
Burrows et al. [64] introduced an anatomically standardized distal radius region for growing 
children and adolescents (to prevent radiation to the growth plate), with scans acquired at the 
7% site of ulnar length. Kawalilak et al. implemented the 7% site to calculate precision errors 
of bone structural indices at the distal radius for children [65]. In adult populations, 
Shanbhogue et al. [17] acquired images from the 4% region at the distal radius using HR-
pQCT. In this work, they compared the morphologic and density measurements acquired from 
the standard and the 4% regions. A recent study by Bonaretti et al. [18] on adults compared 
HR-pQCT outcomes with fixed versus anatomically standardized (i.e., 4%) regions and 
reported large differences between the different HR-pQCT outcomes (2.4% - 19.5%). 
However, it is currently unclear what effect a new region of interest will have upon FE-
predictions of distal radius bone strength. 
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2.8 Summary 
• Distal radius fracture, which is a type of wrist fracture, is the most common osteoporotic 
fracture among older populations, especially postmenopausal women. It typically occurs 
when a person falls onto the outstretched hand, when external forces applied to bone exceed 
bone strength. 
• High-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomography (HR-pQCT) enables 
imaging of three-dimensional (3D) bone micro-architecture as well as 3D BMD. HR-
pQCT, combined with finite element (FE) analysis, enables non-invasive assessment of the 
mechanical properties of the distal radius (e.g., failure load, stiffness, apparent modulus, 
apparent strength) in vivo. 
• The current HR-pQCT based FE model has been used in many studies as a replacement for 
the conventional indices including densitometric (e.g., BMD) or structural parameters to 
predict fall configuration forearm failure load, and has moderately improved such 
predictions. However, the current standard model has a few limitations including assuming 
a single material for bone and using embalmed samples for validation (Table 0-1). 
• We proposed the following approaches to improve intact wrist strength predictions derived 
from HR-pQCT based FE models: addition of material property variation, evaluation of 
different failure criteria, and different scanning regions. Also, no study has performed 
mechanical testing on fresh-frozen intact forearms (Table 0-1). 
o Material variation: the standard model assigns a single elastic modulus to bone. 
Assigning material properties based on bone density (density-based model) can 
improve estimation of intact wrist strength using HR-pQCT FE models. Although 
a density-based model is used, its strength indices are only related to those of the 
mechanical test on bone sections (Table 0-1). 
o Failure criteria: due to the linearity of the standard model, the failure criteria plays 
an important role. To date, a few studies have tried different failure criteria. 
However, those studies were limited to strain-based failure criteria, mainly Pistoia’s 
criteria. Also, the precision of different failure criteria is not reported (Table 0-1). 
o Different scanning region: the standard model uses a bone section model at a fixed 
distance from the radiocarpal joint. However, anatomic variability in bone length 
can cause bias in population study comparisons. A few studies have shown that the 
volume of interest for the FE model affects the predictions of wrist strength. To 
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date, the effect of using an anatomically standardized region on FE-derived bone 
strength indices has not yet been studied.  
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Chapter 3 Research questions and objectives 
Given the gaps in the literature, my specific research questions are: 
a) Which FE modeling approach (STM or E-BMD model) and failure criteria (i.e., strain 
based or stress based criteria with different percentages of failed tissue) of distal radius 
models predicts the most variance in forearm failure load under fall configuration 
testing? 
b) Which FE model (STM or E-BMD model) and failure criteria lead to the most precise 
prediction of forearm failure load under fall configuration testing? 
c) Is there a difference between FE-derived failure loads acquired from the fixed and 4% 
regions of the distal radius? 
d) How accurate are the predictions of intact forearm failure load from the fixed and 4% 
regions? 
 
To address these questions, my objectives were as follows: 
1. To apply two HR-pQCT FE modeling approaches (STM and E- BMD) and failure 
criteria (i.e., strain based or stress based criteria with different percentages of failed 
tissue) on distal radius images and identify methods predicting most of the variance 
in forearm failure load acquired using fall configuration experimental testing 
(addressed in Chapter 4). 
2. To define in vivo precision errors for the different FE modeling approaches (STM 
or E-BMD) and failure criteria (addressed in Chapter 4). 
3. To investigate if there is a significant difference between distal radius failure loads 
acquired from the fixed and 4% regions (addressed in Chapter 5). 
4. To evaluate explained variance in the experimentally-derived forearm failure load 
of fall configuration test acquired with HR-pQCT FE analyses of the fixed and the 
4% regions (addressed in Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 4 HR-pQCT based finite element modeling of distal radius failure 
load using single tissue and density-derived modulus: Relationship with fall 
configuration forearm failure load ex vivo and precision in vivo 
4.1. Introduction 
The current FE model used with HR-pQCT simulates pure compression testing of bone cross-
sections of the distal radius, akin to experimentally testing large bone biopsies in a material 
testing system. This model offers a failure load associated with the pure compression test. This 
model has several advantages including a relatively short scanning time (~3 minutes), low 
radiation dose (~3 µSv) and simple loading conditions. However, compression testing on distal 
radius bone sections does not necessarily simulate the loading conditions or fracture type 
associated with a fall [43]. More importantly, the failure load associated with the standard pure 
compression test may not reflect the failure load associated with a fall.  
Employing fall configuration testing on intact forearm or radius offers representative 
loading conditions, fracture types (i.e., Colles), and failure loads [43]. Unfortunately, FE 
modeling of the intact forearm or radius is not feasible for clinical use due to limited 
computational resources and complexity of modeling and loading conditions. On the other 
hand, HR-pQCT FE models of distal radius bone sections (with correct material property 
assignment and failure criteria) may be sufficient to estimate forearm failure load during a fall.  
Research to date indicates that FE models of sections of the distal radius explain 
approximately 66-73% of the variance in experimentally-measured forearm failure load under 
fall configuration testing [12, 29]. Prior studies [12, 26, 29] were limited to the use of embalmed 
samples, with embalming being known to alter the mechanical properties of bone [44, 66]. 
Prior validation studies also applied the failure criteria established by Pistoia et al [12], where 
failure was assumed to occur when 2% of bone tissue exceeded an energy-equivalent strain 
limit of 7000 µstrain. It is unknown if alternate failure criteria (i.e., stress criteria and different 
percentages of strained tissue) may improve predictions of forearm failure load measured from 
fall configuration testing. Prior research also modeled the distal radius as being comprised of 
either bone or air (i.e., single tissue model or STM), where bone was defined via a threshold 
[12, 26, 28, 29]. MacNeil and Boyd [27] developed a density-based FE model (referred to as 
E-BMD) which derives elastic moduli (E) throughout the distal radius in relation to imaged 
BMD. A benefit of this E-BMD model is its potential to capture differences in bone tissue 
mineralization which may be missed by the STM method. This is important because bone 
growth, aging, diseases, or treatments may change bone tissue mineralization, which can affect 
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strength by changing the stiffness, toughness, and ductility of bone [27, 67, 68]. Another 
advantage of the E-BMD model is that it may help to compensate for partial volume effects 
since it does not require segmentation of bone microstructure [69]. MacNeil and Boyd [27] 
previously validated the use of the E-BMD model for predicting apparent strength (ultimate 
stress) of  distal radius sections, but failure load remains to be validated using this model.  
In addition to accurate predictions of forearm failure load, it is vital to identify the error 
between repeated measurements (i.e., precision error or repeatability). This is important 
because a specific failure criteria may offer strong predictions of failure load yet have a poor 
precision error (especially in vivo) indicating high variability within the data. To date, a few 
studies have investigated the precision error of FE-derived failure load for cadavers [61], young 
adults [60] and postmenopausal women [56]. All these studies though have estimated failure 
load using Pistoia’s failure criteria [12, 56]. There are not yet precision metrics for different 
failure criteria (i.e., stress-based or strain-based criteria with different failed tissue 
percentages).  
Accordingly, our first objective was to apply two HR-pQCT FE modeling approaches 
(STM and E-BMD) and different failure criteria (i.e., strain-based or stress-based criteria with 
different percentages of failed tissue) on distal radius images to identify the method which best 
explained variance in intact forearm failure load acquired using fall configuration experimental 
testing. Our second objective was to define in vivo precision errors for the different FE 
modeling approaches (STM or E-BMD) and failure criteria. 
 
4.2. Methods 
4.2.1. Specimens and participants 
For the experimental study, we acquired a sample group of nineteen (n=19) fresh-frozen 
cadaveric forearms of older females from an anatomical tissue bank (mean age (standard 
deviation, SD): 83.7 (8.3) years). We selected specimens from older female donors without a 
history of fracture or bone disease and with BMI < 25. These donors were representative of the 
population at higher risk of forearm fracture [70, 71]. We cut away soft tissue from around the 
radius and ulna (wrist joint and hand left intact), and potted the midshafts in 
polymethylmethacrylate bone cement (PMMA) according to the method explained by Edwards 
& Troy [72]. The specimens were kept frozen at -20°C and were thawed at room temperature 
prior to sample preparation, image acquisition, and mechanical testing. 
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For the precision study, we further assessed a random subsample of 28 postmenopausal 
women (74 (7) years) from the Saskatoon cohort of the Canadian Multi-centre Osteoporosis 
(CaMos) study [56]. Details of this cohort and subsample were provided previously [56]. We 
obtained participant consent prior to the study. All procedures were approved by the University 
of Saskatchewan Biomedical Research Ethics Board. 
4.2.2. HR-pQCT imaging 
We imaged the forearms using the first generation HR-pQCT (XtremeCT I; Scanco Medical 
AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) with an isotropic voxel size of 82 µm (60 kV, 1 mA current, 
200 ms integration time, and 1536 × 1536 pixels image matrix). We used the standard protocol, 
as described elsewhere [28, 29, 56]. The standard 9.02 mm region of interest (110 parallel 
slices) was scanned. Each scan took about 3 minutes for each forearm. For the precision study, 
we scanned the forearms of the postmenopausal women using the standard protocol at two time 
points, ten days apart (mean (SD) 10 (4) days) [56]. 
 We performed image segmentation based on the manufacturer’s standard evaluation 
protocol (Scanco Module 64-bit IPL V5.08b). We used a semi-automatic edge-finding 
algorithm by applying a fixed global threshold (400 mgHA/cm3) to segment the distal radius 
from the surrounding soft tissue, followed by manual correction. A single investigator (SH) 
manually corrected segmentation of cadaveric images and another investigator (CK) corrected 
postmenopausal images [56]. 
4.2.3. FE analysis 
For both experimental and precision studies we used the manufacturer-provided FE software 
(Image Processing Language, IPL; version 1.15) for FE analyses. We created models by 
directly converting the isotropic voxels of the HR-pQCT images to same size 8-node brick 
elements of 82 µm. Each model was composed of ~2.5 million brick elements. Bone material 
properties were treated as exhibiting isotropic, linear elastic material behavior. For the standard 
STM approach, we assigned a tissue elastic modulus of 6.829 GPa to all bone elements [27]. 
For the density-based E-BMD approach, we assigned elastic moduli using the following 
density-elasticity equation [27, 56, 69]: 
 𝐸 = 15, 004 (
ρ
1200
)
1.7
                   (4-1)    
where ρ is the density (mgHA/cm3) of each voxel and E is the elastic modulus (MPa) [27]. 
Poisson’s ratio was set to 0.3 for both STM and E-BMD approaches [27].  
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We simulated a “high friction” axial compression test by constraining the nodes of the 
most proximal surface in all directions and applying a 1% axial compressive strain to the distal 
surface of the bone section (Figure 0-1) [15]. We defined failure of the models based on 
empirical relationships from the literature [12, 57]. First, we used the failure criteria established 
by Pistoia et al., where failure was assumed to occur when 2% of bone tissue, referred to as the 
critical volume, exceeded an energy equivalent strain limit of 7000 µstrain [12, 57]. The 
corresponding load at the critical strain limit represented the failure load. We also defined 
failure loads corresponding to different critical volumes ranging from 0.06% to 7.5%. For the 
E-BMD model, we obtained a range of failure loads using energy equivalent strain and energy 
equivalent stress failure criteria (with the limits of 7000 µstrain and 70 MPa, respectively) with 
different critical volumes (0.06%-7.5%). Both stress and strain failure criteria were applied due 
to the heterogeneous nature of the E-BMD model, which could lead to incorrect failure load 
estimates due to the high presence of bone elements with low elastic moduli. Using the standard 
Scanco workstation, each model was solved in ~3 hours for STM and ~5 hours for E-BMD. 
 
Figure 0-1 µFE model with boundary conditions, where Uz is the uniform compressive displacement 
acting on the distal (upper) surface of bone, while the nodes of the distal surface are fixed in x and y 
directions. Nodes of the most proximal (lower) surface are fixed in all directions. 
4.2.4. Mechanical testing 
After HR-pQCT imaging, we performed axial compression testing on the intact forearms using 
a material testing system (MTS Bionix Servohydraulic Testing System) to measure the 
experimental failure load (Figure 0-2). The goal of the test was to simulate fracture as a result 
of a fall onto the outstretched hand [43, 46]. Thus, we mounted forearms vertically with 0° 
dorsal inclination and 3-6° radial inclination, such that the palm was flat against the testing 
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plate [46]. Axial compression was applied at 3 mm/s onto the palm of the hand until fracture 
[12, 72]. Using the force-displacement curve, the ultimate failure load for each specimen was 
determined. Specifically, failure was assumed to occur when the force rapidly dropped after 
reaching a maximum peak. 
 From the 19 specimens mechanically tested, 5 specimens did not experience a distal 
radius fracture and were excluded from further analysis (the excluded specimens experienced: 
wrist dislocation (n = 2), and fractures of the scaphoid (n = 1), ulna (n = 1), and hand (n = 1)). 
We also excluded data from one specimen as it was an outlier with a standardized residual 
more than 2.5 units away from the zero value [73]. The final number of samples for our 
regression analysis was 13.  
 
Figure 0-2 Testing setup for uniaxial compression on intact forearm. Compressive load was applied 
on the palm of the outstretched hand until fracture. 
4.2.5. Statistical analysis 
For our first objective, we assessed relationships between FE-derived and experimentally 
measured failure loads using linear regression. We report coefficients of determination (R2) for 
each model and identified the distal radius FE model and failure criteria that best explained 
variance in forearm failure load. For our second objective, we report root-mean-squared 
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coefficient of variation (CV%RMS) to define short-term in vivo precision errors for different FE 
estimates of distal radius failure load from different models and failure criteria [56, 59]. We 
also report 90% confidence intervals for CV%RMS calculated using the equation shown below 
[59]. 
𝑑𝑓
𝜒𝛼
2
,𝑑𝑓
2 (𝐶𝑉%𝑅𝑀𝑆)
2 < 𝜎2 <
𝑑𝑓
𝜒
1−
𝛼
2
,𝑑𝑓
2 (𝐶𝑉%𝑅𝑀𝑆)
2                                                      (4-2)
       
where, df is the degrees of freedom, CV%RMS is the short term precision error of the technique, 
and χ2 is the chi-square distribution of the desired confidence (1-α) with the degrees of freedom 
of df. χ2 values can be found from a variety of sources [74]. 
 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Objective 1- Regression analysis 
The standard model (STM) explained 87% to 89% of variance in the experimental forearm 
failure load (Figure 0-3 (a)). Pistoia’s 2% critical volume criteria explained 89% of the variance 
in forearm failure load (Figure 0-4 (a)), which was also the highest explained variance (Figure 
0-4 (b)).  
 The E-BMD model using the energy equivalent strain criteria explained between 86% 
to 90% of the variance in forearm failure load (Figure 0-3 (b)). Pistoia’s 2% criteria explained 
87% of the variance (Figure 0-4 (c)) while a critical volume of 0.06% explained 90% of 
variance in failure load (Figure 0-4 (d)).  
 The E-BMD model using energy equivalent stress criteria explained between 34% to 
91% of the variance in forearm failure load (Figure 0-3 (c)). Pistoia’s 2% criteria explained 
73% of the variance (Figure 0-4 (e)) while a critical volume of 0.1% explained 91% of variance 
(Figure 0-4 (f)). 
4.3.2. Objective 2 - Precision errors 
Precision errors with the standard model ranged between 2.6 % and 3.7%, with an error of 
2.9% corresponding with Pistoia’s 2% criteria (Figure 0-3 (a)). Precision errors with the E-
BMD model using an energy equivalent strain criteria were approximately 5% for all critical 
volumes (CV%RMS ranged between 4.8% and 5.1%) (Figure 0-3 (b)). Precision errors with E-
BMD model using an energy equivalent stress criteria ranged from 2.6% and 4.6% (Figure 0-3 
(c)). 
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Figure 0-3 Changes of coefficient of determination (R2; black) and precision error (CV%RMS; red) 
with critical volume for (a) STM, (b) E-BMD model with energy equivalent strain and (c) energy 
equivalent stress failure criteria. Error bars represent 90% confidence interval for precision errors. 
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Figure 0-4 Linear regression results for Pistoia’s 2% criteria for each model (left) with linear 
regression for models with best fit (highest R2) (right) (a) STM model with energy equivalent strain 
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and critical volumes of 2% (Pistoia’s 2% failure criteria), and (b) 2%, (c) E-BMD model with energy 
equivalent strain and critical volumes of 2%, and (d) 0.06%, (e) energy equivalent stress with critical 
volumes of 2% and (f) 0.1%. 
 
4.4. Discussion 
Our first objective was to apply different modeling approaches and failure criteria to HR-pQCT 
FE models of the distal radius sections to identify the method which best predicted fall-
configuration forearm failure load. Our results indicated that STM and E-BMD approaches 
using strain-based failure criteria explained similar variance in forearm failure load (R2 ≈ 0.88) 
regardless of the selected critical volume. In other words, changing the failure criteria appeared 
not to affect explained variance in failure load when using the standard model (STM) or the 
strain-based E-BMD model. Conversely, when using stress-based failure criteria our results 
indicated that the E-BMD model appeared to be markedly affected by the critical volume. 
Specifically, with a smaller critical volume (0.1%), R2 was 0.91 in comparison to 0.34 with 
high critical volume (7.5%). Therefore, the selection of failure criteria is important when 
performing HR-pQCT FE analyses of the distal radius. 
To our knowledge, the current study has provided the highest explained variance in 
experimental failure load of intact forearms under fall configuration test using HR-pQCT based 
FE models of distal radius bone sections. However, a statistical comparison is not feasible 
between the results of this study and previous studies [26, 29], mainly because of the 
differences in the samples (e.g., embalmed cadavers compared to our use of fresh-frozen 
cadavers). By using fresh-frozen specimens we could avoid changes in bone mechanical 
properties caused by embalming. This study also gave insight into the effect of modeling 
approaches in terms of material properties (STM vs E-BMD) and failure criteria on predictions 
of fall configuration forearm failure load using HR-pQCT FE models of distal radius sections 
and their precision errors. The results of this study provided further evidence that HR-pQCT-
based FE models of distal radius bone sections can be used as a clinical tool to predict forearm 
bone strength during a fall. 
 The results of our study both agree and contrast with those of Mueller et al. [29]. Similar 
to our results with the STM model, their range in R2 with different critical volumes was limited. 
On the other hand, they found that Pistoia’s 2% criteria explained 73% of variance in forearm 
failure load [29] while our model explained 89%. This discrepancy may be due to the use of 
embalmed forearm specimens, as embalming can affect the mechanical properties of bone [44, 
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66]. This may also be because of including samples from both males and females in their study. 
The location of fracture might be different for males and females due to the difference in limb 
length, and the fracture might not be inside the region of interest used for FE analysis. Also, 
the values of failure load might be different between males and females (i.e., likely the failure 
load for males is larger than females). As a result, including the failure loads from both males 
and females in a single regression analysis might have reduced the coefficient of determination 
of the regression. 
 Our results for the E-BMD model indicated the importance of failure criteria selection. 
When using strain-criteria, R2 ranged between 0.86 to 0.90 for different critical volumes. 
Conversely, with the stress-criteria, R2 ranged between 0.34 to 0.91. This difference likely 
originated from the heterogeneity of elastic moduli among elements. When using the strain-
based failure criteria with the E-BMD model, the elements with lower elastic moduli (E) may 
contribute to bone failure while the elements with high elastic moduli likely contribute to the 
stress-based criteria. To clarify, since the E-BMD model scales BMD to define elastic moduli, 
the model inherently has a number of bone elements with low elastic moduli. These bone 
elements will reach the critical 7000 µstrain limit with low loads, which can yield failure load 
values which are not realistic. Conversely, the stress analysis is mainly focused on elements 
with high E rather than low E, which results in failure load values comparable to those of the 
standard model, as found in our prior research [56]. Accordingly, a stress-based criteria should 
alleviate this potential issue and be a better metric for failure load predictions using HR-pQCT-
based E-BMD models. 
 Our second objective aimed to evaluate the short-term precision errors of HR-pQCT 
FE-derived failure load. For the STM approach, CV%RMS ranged between 2.5% and 3.6%, 
which appeared to decrease by increasing the critical volume. For E-BMD with strain-based 
failure criteria, the precision error was ~5% and was not sensitive to critical volume. For E-
BMD with stress-based failure criteria, the precision errors were smaller compared to the 
strain-based E-BMD model but were somewhat variable, ranging between 2.5% to 4.5%. 
For the STM and stress-based E-BMD models, our reported precision errors appeared 
to be comparable to those of cadaveric (CV%RMS: 2.5%) [61], but slightly larger than in vivo 
studies (CV%RMS: 2.5% and 1.5% for males and females, respectively) [60]. One reason for 
this might be the sample size, as we calculated in vivo precision errors for 28 postmenopausal 
women, whereas MacNeil et al. [60] calculated precision errors for 15 males and 15 females 
separately. Importantly, with these sample sizes, our precision errors have an upper 90% 
confidence limit less than 30% (e.g., if the precision error was 3%, then we are 90% confident 
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that the true precision error is less than 3.9%) [59]. With the sample sizes used in MacNeil et 
al. [60], the reported precision errors have an upper 90% confidence limit of ~50% [59]. Also, 
higher precision errors found here may be due to the age of the participants. We studied 
precision errors for postmenopausal women while participants in previous work were adults 
with ages ranging from 20 to 40 [60]. Importantly, skeletal precision may vary based on the 
duration or time from menopause and osteoporosis status [56]. Moreover, as the results of a 
study by Paggiosi et al. suggested, older participants may have more difficulty remaining still, 
which can result in more motion artifact, more exclusion of scans, and less precision [75]. As 
a study by Kawalilak et al. [16] indicated that there is no significant difference between bone 
outcomes (i.e., density and structural) between postmenopausal women and young adults, this 
discrepancy between our work and MacNeil et al. [60] merits further investigation into 
population-specific precision errors of HR-pQCT based distal radius failure loads. 
 In order to recommend a failure criteria for use within future FE models, different 
parameters including explained variance (R2), precision error (CV%RMS), time and effort 
required for analysis (including segmentation and FE analysis), and the ability to monitor 
changes in bone need to be considered, simultaneously. With regards to explained variance, 
our results indicated that STM and E-BMD with Pistoia’s strain-based failure criteria and E-
BMD with stress-based failure criteria (with a low critical volume of 0.1%) provide comparable 
predictions of forearm failure load. With regards to precision error, STM and E-BMD with 
stress-based failure criteria offered smaller precision errors than E-BMD with strain-based 
failure criteria. Also, for the critical volumes corresponding to higher R2 values for each of 
STM or stress-based E-BMD models, precision errors were smaller for the STM model than 
the stress-based E-BMD model. With regards to time and effort, development time was 
comparable between the three approaches; however, the FE solving time with E-BMD was 
much longer (~3 hours for STM; ~5 hours for E-BMD). Finally, although the E-BMD model 
did not require segmentation of bone microstructure, which is sensitive to partial volume 
effects due the limited resolution of 82 µm, its predictions of failure load and precision errors 
were comparable to those of the STM model. All-in-all, these results indicate that the STM 
approach using Pistoia’s criteria appears best suited for non-invasively predicting forearm 
failure load. However, if the aim of the research is to monitor changes in bone strength during 
growth and/or aging, or to quantify the effect of diseases and treatments which may influence 
on bone tissue mineralization or porosity, the E-BMD method may be best suited because this 
model can account for differences in tissue mineralization. In this case, we recommend using 
the E-BMD model with stress-based failure criteria with a critical volume of 0.1%. 
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 A strength of this study was using intact forearms for mechanical testing simulating a 
fall on the extending forearm and hand, resulting in clinically comparable distal radius fractures 
[43]. A second strength pertained to the use of fresh-frozen cadaveric samples, which avoided 
mechanical property variation induced by embalming, as reported in several studies [44, 45, 
66]. A third strength pertained to our in vivo study of postmenopausal women participants as 
well as ex vivo cadaver study with an age representative of postmenopausal women, a clinically 
relevant population at high risk of fracture. Finally, we had a sample size of 28 postmenopausal 
women for the estimation of precision errors, which met requirements set by Glüer et al., [59].   
Limitations of this study pertained to the sample size of cadaveric forearms and 
experimental testing speed. First, our study was limited to 13 specimens of older female 
forearms for the experimental study. Although focusing on specimens from older women 
donors is clinically relevant, the results of this study cannot be generalized to populations with 
different age or sex. Also, due to the small sample size and small differences in the values of 
R2 between the STM and E-BMD models, a statistical comparison between the values of R2 is 
not possible as a larger sample size is required to detect such small differences. Second, we 
applied a slow testing rate (3mm/sec), which differs from dynamic rates experienced during a 
fall (> 1m/sec) [76]. However, it should be noted that similar rates have been used in other 
previous studies [12, 26, 29], and this testing protocol is shown to be successful in simulating 
distal radius fractures due to a fall [43]. 
 
4.5. Summary 
In summary, HR-pQCT based FE models of distal radius bone sections explained high variance 
in the failure load of intact forearm under fall configuration testing (R2 ≈ 0.90) with precision 
errors less than 5%. The STM and E-BMD models with Pistoia’s strain-based failure criteria 
(2% critical volume) and E-BMD with stress-based failure criteria (0.1% critical volume) 
provided comparable predictions of failure load from a fall configuration testing with in vivo 
precision errors ≤ 5%. Taking into account the comparable coefficient of determination, 
precision error, and time and effort required for analysis, we concluded that STM with the 
current strain-based failure criteria proposed by Pistoia provides acceptable predictions of 
forearm failure load. However, if the aim of the study is to monitor changes in bone caused by 
disease, treatment, or growth, which may affect tissue mineralization, the E-BMD method may 
be best suited. Accordingly, we recommend using the E-BMD model with stress-based failure 
criteria and critical volume of 0.1%. On a related note, caution is required when selecting 
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critical volume for the E-BMD model with the stress-based failure criteria, and critical volumes 
larger than 1% (e.g., via Pistoia’s 2% volume) is not recommended.  
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Chapter 5 HR-pQCT based finite element models of the distal radius from 
the standard and anatomically standardized region do not differ and explain 
similar variance in experimentally-derived failure load 
5.1. Introduction 
The standard distal radius assessment with HR-pQCT consists of scanning a region of interest 
located 9.5mm proximal to the end plate [77]. Although using this standard fixed region of 
interest is a simple and repeatable process, it does not consider differences in densitometric and 
geometric variation across bone length [78, 79]. As such, the use of a fixed region of interest 
could introduce bias when bone strength is compared across individuals with different bone 
lengths (e.g., ethnicity and sex comparisons) [18]. Additionally, a fixed region of interest 
introduces uncertainty when comparing HR-pQCT-acquired forearm properties of an 
individual against a reference population if the individual’s bone lengths differ from the 
population mean [18]. Accordingly, a protocol with scanning site (region of interest) based on 
relative bone length provides comparable anatomical site between individuals with different 
bone lengths [18].  
Prior research evaluating explained variance in forearm failure load using HR-pQCT 
and FE utilized the fixed standard region [12, 15]. It is unclear if FE predictions acquired from 
the 4% region explain similar variance in forearm failure load. 
Thus, our first objective was to compare FE-predictions of distal radius failure load 
acquired from the fixed region and the 4% region. Our second objective was to evaluate 
explained variance in experimentally-derived forearm failure load of fall configuration test 
acquired with HR-pQCT FE analyses of the fixed and the 4% regions. 
5.2. Methods 
5.2.1. Specimens 
For Objective 1, we acquired forty (n = 40) female fresh-frozen cadaveric forearms from an 
anatomical tissue bank (mean age (SD): 81.7 (9.4) years). These specimens were from older 
women representing the population at higher risk of forearm fracture [70]. Specimens were 
extended from the finger-tip to mid-humerus. Sample preparation protocol was the same as 
Chapter 4 (Heading 4.2.1). We measured radius length from radial head to tip of radial styloid 
process using a ruler. For Objective 2, we used nineteen (n = 19) of the fresh-frozen cadavers 
(83.7 (8.3) years), same as in Chapter 4 (Heading 4.2.1). 
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5.2.2. HR-pQCT imaging 
An experienced operator scanned each forearm twice using HR-pQCT (XtremeCT; Scanco 
Medical, Switzerland) with an isotropic voxel size of 82 µm (60 kV, 1 mA current, 200 ms 
integration time) according to our lab protocols [56]. Using the scout view image, the operator 
positioned the standard reference line on the anatomic landmark and scanned the standard 9.02 
mm region of interest (110 parallel slices), located 9.5 mm proximal to the reference line [56]. 
Next, the operator scanned nine consecutive stacks of 110 slices starting from the standard 
reference line, which were used to identify the 4% region (discussed below). The scan duration 
was approximately 3 minutes and 25 minutes for the first and second scans, respectively. We 
calibrated all images using a manufacturer-provided phantom with known calcium 
hydroxyapatite (HA) equivalent concentrations. 
5.2.3. HR-pQCT image analysis & FE analysis 
We defined two regions of interest (ROI) including the fixed and 4% regions. The length of 
each ROI was 9.02 mm (110 slices with 82 µm voxel size). The operator located the first (fixed) 
region 9.5 mm proximal to the standard reference line [56]. The 4% region was defined from 
the 9-stack of consecutive scans. A trained operator (SH) used the “skier” protocol, as per 
Bonaretti et al. [18], to identify the reference line at the proximal margin of the radius endplate, 
with the 4% region defined relative to this line (Figure 0-1 (a)). We completed image analysis 
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations for standard evaluation (Scanco Module 64-
bit IPL V5.08b). Another trained operator (NS) segmented bone from surrounding tissue semi-
automatically using a fixed global threshold of 400 mg HA/cm3. The operator modified the 
automatically generated contour line. In terms of positioning, the 4% region was more distal 
than the fixed region in 38 of 40 specimens (95%). The fixed and 4% regions had an overlap 
ranging from 5.8 mm-9 mm. For each ROI, we performed FE analysis using the protocol 
explained in Chapter 4 (Heading 4.2.3) (Figure 0-1 (b)). For both models, we used Pistoia’s 
failure criteria [12]. 
5.2.4. Mechanical testing 
For this study, we used the data acquired from the mechanical testing explained in Chapter 4 
(Heading 4.2.4) (Figure 0-1 (c)). 
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Figure 0-1 (a) Scout view image of radius indicating the standard reference line, proximal reference 
line, fixed region, and 4% region. The proximal tip reference line was identified using the “skier” 
approach [18]. The first slice of the fixed region is located at a constant distance of 9.5 mm from the 
standard reference line, while the distance of the center slice of the 4% region from the proximal 
reference line is proportional to bone length. (b) Indication of µFE model with boundary conditions. 
(c) Mechanical testing setup for uniaxial compression test on intact forearm. 
5.2.5. Statistical analysis 
We investigated the effect of region of interest (fixed vs 4%) on HR-pQCT derived bone failure 
load using a paired t-test (significance level p<0.05). For Objective 2, we used linear regression 
to assess relationships between experimentally-derived and FE-derived failure load for the two 
regions. Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS statistics software (Version 
24.0).   
  
4
0
 
5.3. Results 
The failure load from the 4% region did not differ significantly from the fixed region (p = 0.054). FE-derived failure load at the fixed 
region explained 89% variance in experimentally derived forearm failure load. Failure load acquired from the 4% region explained 87% 
variance in the experimental failure load. 
 
 
Table 0-1 Mean and standard deviations of the HR-pQCT based FE-derived failure load for two regions (fixed vs 4%) at distal radius (N=40). 
Differences between the two (with respect to the fixed region) are given in absolute (with their 95% confidence intervals) and percentages of the 
fixed region values with significance tested using paired t-test. 
Parameter Fixed region 4% region Difference 
(units) 
Difference (%) 95% CI 
Lower   Upper 
 
p-value 
  Failure Load (kN) 2.97 ± 0.79 2.94 ± 0.77 -0.03 -0.93 -0.06 0.00            0.054 
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5.4. Discussion 
The first objective of this study aimed to compare HR-pQCT based failure load of the distal 
radius bone sections obtained from the fixed and the anatomically standardized regions. No 
significant difference was observed between the means of failure loads derived from the two 
regions. One reason for this similarity could be that the two regions have considerable overlap 
(5.8 mm- 9 mm). This finding is in line with results obtained in vivo by Bonaretti et al. [18]. In 
our study, the average location of the middle slice of the fixed region and 4% regions are 
approximately 4.5% and 4% of radius length away from the proximal reference line, 
respectively. In their study, Bonaretti et al. [18] estimated the average percent offset of the 
fixed region from the proximal reference line for several studies [80–87], and showed that all 
of the offsets are approximately 4% ulna length away from the reference line. This might justify 
the similarity between the results of this study and those of Bonaretti et al. [18]. 
The second objective of this study was to evaluate FE-predictions of forearm failure 
load acquired from the fixed region and the 4% region in relation to experimental forearm 
failure load from fall configuration testing. Our results indicated that the fixed and 4% regions 
explained similar variance in experimental forearm failure load under fall configuration testing 
(i.e., with coefficients of determination of 0.89 and 0.87, respectively). This similarity of 
predictions was anticipated due to similarity of FE estimates of distal radius failure loads 
between the regions. It has been shown that both sites correspond with the location of forearm 
fracture (i.e., as a result of a fall onto outstretched hand) at the location of their overlap [37]. 
Based on our results, both regions can be used to estimate forearm failure load for a population 
similar to this study (i.e., postmenopausal women), without large variations in body size and 
limb length. However, in case of cross-sectional studies with large variations in sample limb 
length the fixed region might induce bias. Further, the results of this study indicated that HR-
pQCT-based FE models of bone sections can be used to clinically predict fall configuration 
forearm failure load of postmenopausal women. 
The coefficient of determination of this study appeared higher than that reported in the 
study of Pistoia et. al., [26] (89% vs 66%). This can be mainly due to using fresh-frozen 
specimens, while Pistoia et al used embalmed specimens, for which the mechanical properties 
may change [44, 66]. Further, the coefficient of determination of this study appeared higher 
than that reported in the study of Mueller et. al., [29] (89% vs 73%). This may also be because 
of including embalmed samples from both males and females in their study. The location of 
fracture might be different for males and females due to the difference in limb length, and the 
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fracture might not be inside the region of interest used for FE analysis. Also, the values of 
failure load might be different between males and females (i.e., likely the failure load for males 
is larger than females). As a result, including the failure loads from both males and females in 
a single regression analysis might have reduced the coefficient of determination of the 
regression. 
The strengths of this study relate to our analysis of postmenopausal females prone to 
fracture, mechanical testing protocol, and use of fresh-frozen cadavers. First, our bone 
specimens included older women, representing clinically relevant population at high risk for 
bone fragility and fracture. Second, we used intact fresh-frozen female forearms with a 
mechanical testing setup successful in simulating forearm fracture from falling onto 
outstretched hand [43]. This test offers representative measures of forearm loading and failure 
load, whereas compression testing of excised radius samples may not simulate loading 
conditions experienced during a fall. Third, our use of fresh-frozen cadaveric samples avoided 
mechanical property variation induced by embalming [44, 45, 66].  
Study limitations relate to a small sample size for regression analysis, reference line 
selection and limb length measurement. First, the second objective of this study was limited to 
13 specimens with similar sizes, which could be a reason that we did not notice a difference in 
FE-derived failure load with the fixed versus 4% region. Accordingly, it would be useful to 
repeat this study with a greater range of specimen sizes including male donors.  Second, we 
measured the length of the radius as a representative measure of limb length whereas Bonaretti 
et al. [18] measured the length of the ulna. Although this could lead to positional error, the 
difference between the position of the distal 4% region due to this error is comparable to the 
error associated with physically measuring the ulna or radius length [18].  Finally, we found 
that defining the position of the reference line using the “skier” approach was challenging, 
particularly for samples with blurry scout view images, which can lead to a measurement error. 
However, accurate reference line placement with the standard method was also somewhat 
challenging, with reference line positioning precision errors corresponding to 3.3% of total 
length of the region of interest (0.29 mm of 9.02 mm) according to Bonaretti et al. [88]. 
In conclusion, HR-pQCT derived failure load did not differ between the fixed region 
and 4% region at distal radius. Additionally, both regions explained 87-89% of variance in 
experimental failure load of intact forearms under a fall configuration test. Our results indicated 
that either region can be applied to non-invasively predict wrist strength during a fall for 
postmenopausal women. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 
6.1. Overview of findings 
The current HR-pQCT based FE model has been used in many studies as a replacement for the 
conventional indices (e.g., BMD) to predict intact forearm strength. This model has moderately 
improved intact forearm strength predictions; however, this standard model has some 
limitations. This research sought to address these limitations in order to improve the prediction 
of forearm failure load acquired from HR-pQCT FE models. 
We proposed the following approaches to improve intact forearm strength predictions 
derived from HR-pQCT based FE models: addition of material property variation, evaluation 
of different failure criteria, and different scanning regions. 
The main achievement of Chapter 4 (effect of failure criteria) was to show the effect of 
failure criteria on forearm failure load predictions and their precision error using different HR-
pQCT based FE models. Failure criteria plays an important role in such models due to their 
linear nature. We found that the STM and the strain-based E-BMD models are not sensitive to 
the failure criteria, while the stress-based E-BMD model showed substantial changes with 
failure criteria. Further, STM and E-BMD models with Pistoia’s strain-based failure criteria 
and E-BMD with stress-based failure criteria (with a critical volume of 0.1%) provided 
comparable predictions of forearm failure load with low precision errors. Taking into account 
the comparable coefficient of determination, precision error, time and effort required for 
analysis, we concluded that STM with the current strain-based failure criteria proposed by 
Pistoia provides acceptable predictions of forearm failure load. However, the use of E-BMD 
with stress-based failure criteria (critical volume of 0.1%) may be beneficial for monitoring 
changes in bone. Another achievement of this chapter is to provide evidence that HR-pQCT 
based FE models of distal radius bone sections may be clinically useful to predict wrist strength 
in postmenopausal women. 
The main outcome of Chapter 5 was that using an anatomically standardized region of 
interest does not significantly change the HR-pQCT-based FE predictions of forearm failure 
load. More specifically, HR-pQCT-derived failure load was similar (i.e., no significant 
difference) for the fixed region and 4% region at distal radius. Additionally, both regions 
explained similar variance in experimentally-derived forearm failure load. Accordingly, both 
regions can be used to predict wrist strength. However, different results may be observed by 
using a sample set with large variations in body size and limb length, which requires further 
investigation.  
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6.2. Contributions 
There are various contributions arising from this research worthy of mention. Firstly, this study 
provided evidence for the importance of failure criteria on wrist strength predictions when 
using HR-pQCT based FE models. We found that the STM and the strain-based E-BMD 
models were not affected by changing the critical volume (failed tissue percentage), whereas 
the stress-based E-BMD model was highly sensitive. Based on our findings, we provided 
further evidence that both STM and E-BMD models are suitable to predict fall configuration 
forearm failure load. Further, our results indicated that HR-pQCT FE models of distal radius 
sections can explain 87-89% of variance in failure load of intact forearm under fall 
configuration testing (i.e., compression on outstretched hand which is shown to replicate distal 
radius fracture due to fall [43]). Finally, for the first time in the literature, we estimated 
precision errors for failure load predictions using different models and failure criteria and 
showed that precision errors were less than 5%. 
Moreover, we showed that without a wide range of body or limb size, the failure load 
of the fixed and anatomically standardized regions did not significantly differ. Further, both 
regions provided similar prediction of fall configuration forearm failure load (0.89 and 0.87, 
respectively). 
 
6.3. Clinical significance 
These findings provided further evidence that HR-pQCT FE models of distal radius can be 
used to predict bone strength on the extended forearm after a fall in older women. This could 
also be combined with predictions for impact load placed on the radius during a forward fall 
(based on height, weight and sex) in order to assess the fracture risk (via a safety factor) of 
patients. The E-BMD model may also be useful to monitor changes in bone mechanical 
properties and bone mineralization. For example, changes in bone failure load due to growth, 
diseases, different activities, nutrition or medication. 
Ultimately, this tool may improve human health by identifying individuals at risk of 
wrist fracture. Also, it may be an attractive tool to predict risk of other osteoporotic fractures 
such as hip or spine for individuals with wrist fracture. 
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6.4. Future work 
• Related to one of the limitations of the current study, future work can focus on correlating 
FE-derived failure load and experimentally-measured failure load of the intact forearm 
using more samples. Moreover, using different sample sets including different age and sex 
groups can be studied in future research. This can be helpful to generalize the results of this 
study to a broader population. 
• Further, future studies can focus on performing mechanical testing at higher speeds. 
Although the current protocol has been successful in replicating distal radius fractures due 
to falling [43], it might be beneficial to perform testing at higher speeds. 
• In addition to the approach presented in this research, we have proposed other approaches 
which may help to improve HR-pQCT-based predictions of forearm failure load, as 
follows: 
o Inclusion of ulna: the standard model does not include the ulna in FE model. Also, it is 
not known how much of the load applied to the forearm during a fall is carried by the 
ulna. Hence, measuring the load applied to the ulna during fall configuration testing 
and accounting for the ulna in FE models may improve forearm strength predictions. 
o Density-based failure criteria: The current HR-pQCT-based FE model, which is used 
in the current study, uses a fixed threshold for failure strain and stress.  However, for 
the E-BMD model, a fixed stress threshold might not be ideal due to the varying elastic 
modulus of elements. Thus, using a critical stress value based on element density may 
improve the forearm predictions of the stress-based E-BMD model. 
o Off-axis loading: It is known that the forearm does not undergo pure axial loading 
during a fall. The major components of a load applied to a forearm are axial loading as 
well as bending. However, the current HR-pQCT FE model only simulates pure axial 
loading. Therefore, applying a more realistic boundary condition might improve 
forearm failure load predictions. This can be achieved by applying an off-axis load, 
which simulates both axial compression and bending. 
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Appendix: Mechanical definitions 
Similar to a spring, applying a load (e.g., force) to an object such as bone causes a displacement. 
By recording the values of force and displacement over time, the force-displacement curve can 
be obtained. The slope of the initial linear part of this curve is known as stiffness. Strain energy 
is the energy stored in material due to deformation, which is also the area under the force-
displacement curve. The mentioned properties are known as structural properties, which 
depend on the object’s size. On the other hand, these properties can be normalized to remove 
the effect of size. The resultant properties are known as material properties, which are discussed 
below (Figure A. 1). 
Strain is defined as the ratio of change in length to the original length. Strain is 
dimensionless and can be measured physically. Stress is calculated by dividing the force acting 
on an area by the area. In the case of a linear elastic material, the ratio between stress and strain 
is known as Young’s modulus or the elastic modulus (Figure A. 2). 
Strain energy per unit volume is known as strain energy density, which can be 
calculated by dividing the strain energy by volume. Strain energy density is also the area under 
stress-strain curve. The strength of a material is its ability to withstand the applied loads or 
stresses. Poisson's ratio is defined as the ratio of transverse to longitudinal strains of a loaded 
specimen. 
 
Figure A. 1. Comparison of structural and material properties. In contrast to the structural properties 
which depend on size, material properties normalize displacements by length into strains, forces by 
area into stresses and energy by volume into energy density. Material properties are required inputs 
for finite element analysis, while the structural properties are the principal outcome variables, (Image 
from Engelke et. al. [1]). 
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Figure A. 2. Schematic illustration of mechanical definitions. L is the initial length of the cylinder. ΔL 
is the change in length of the cylinder due to compressive load of F. A is the cross-sectional area of 
the cylinder which can be calculated from the diameter D. E is the Young’s modulus of the material, 
from which the cylinder is made. 
